Customer Success Story – Emirates Consortium
CloudFronts helped Emirates Consortium to deploy Dynamics 365 Business Central across its
multiple entities for enhanced financial visibility and valuable insights.

About Emirates Consortium
Emirates Consortium LLC (EmCon) is a dynamic and diversified holding company based in Abu Dhabi.
Founded in 2010, the Company has an extensive portfolio of successful businesses and partnerships
that operate across U.A.E. EmCon’s portfolio covers a broad spectrum of industries including laundry
facility development, Transportation, and Leisure services across UAE and Maldives. You can explore
more about them here http://emiratesconsortium.com/

Business Challenges
Emirates Consortium had below requirements:
1. They wanted to replace their existing systems and migrate their 5 legal entities to Dynamics
365 Business Central (ERP).
2. Robust analytics to be built up from multiple accounting, and ERP platforms to deliver
valuable insights.

Solution Delivered
CloudFronts deployed Microsoft ERP Business Central to accommodate the core modules like
Accounting, Inventory, Warehousing, Purchasing, Sales, and Budgeting across their subsidiaries in
Maldives and UAE. For newcomers, Business Central is an ERP solution for small and mid-sized
organizations that automates and streamlines business processes and increase financial visibility,
optimize your supply chain, and improve your company's sales and revenues.
To embed analytics and produce valuable insights, the team captured data from the series of their
software such as Oracle NetSuite, Microsoft Excel, QuickBooks (Microsoft Excel data), and Business
Central by integrating their data to SQL DB using Azure Data Factory and develop a robust Power BI
report.
Check out the Press Release here >

“CloudFronts is a well-structured team of professionals, who have a tried and tested
methodology for accounting system implementation, supported by a cohesive project
management, tracking and reporting framework that works. Congratulations to the team
for the support in our project.” - Tom Rebollini, Group CFO, Emirates Consortium

Key Technologies
1. Business Central
2. Power BI
3. Azure Data Factory (ADF)

Post Go-live
1. Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is enabling more flexibility, more agility, and more
insights than ever across all their 5 entities based throughout the UAE and Maldives.
2. Microsoft enabled integrated solution – Business Central, Power BI has eliminated the silos
for seamless sharing of information between people and processes and management is able
to view all the activities across their entities on a single screen.
Email us your requirements at ashah@cloudfronts.com or fill out the contact us form.

